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Foreword
Turkey has several key structural barriers before it can embrace EdTech. These include: the current ecosystem, capital,
politics, and technology. Once these hurdles have been overcome, Turkey can fully leverage the opportunity and
provide long term growth. Moreover, Turkey will have the opportunity to become a robust EdTech ecosystem and more
broadly a startup ecosystem hub. Unlocking this potential requires a human capital strategy aligned with current MoNE
policy, among other recommendations. Only then can EdTech in Turkey scale to the level of countries with similar
population sizes such as Germany.
This report also ﬁnds that Turkey’s startup ecosystem has been scaling rapidly due to its location, regulatory changes
for corporate investing, the KOSGEB & TUBITAK grants providing $32.5m in monetary support, the Technology
Transfer Accelerator, and the Angel Accreditation program by the Ministry of Treasury and Finance since 2013.
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What is EdTech ?

"

Education technology (EdTech) refers to the
practice of using technology to support
teaching and the effective day-to-day
management of education institutions. It
includes hardware (such as tablets, laptops or
other digital devices), and digital resources,
software and services that help aid teaching,
meet speciﬁc needs, and help the daily running
of education institutions.

Source: Department for Education (2020), HolonIQ (2020)

$200
million
"

Turkish E-learning market by
2023
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EdTech in 2020
Education is a $6trn industry and is expected to grow to $8trn by 2025.
However, EdTech only accounts for 2.6% of all global education expenditure,
compared to 10-20% in other industries. Digitalisation in education has been
slow, with Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) receiving attention in the
early 2000s, but their low completion rate suggested that the model was not
ready to disrupt traditional education.

Global EdTech VC Funding 2013 - H1 2020 ($bn)

The embrace of EdTech has been led by Turkish government policy changes
and reforms for example, the Vision 2023 agenda which focuses on modern
skills as well as infrastructural changes. The EdTech sector remains in a
nascent stage but we can expect COVID-19 to further accelerate its growth.
In June, the World Bank authorised a $160m Safe Schooling and Distance
Education Project. The key aim is to increase the system’s capacity to provide
quality e-learning to school-age children during the pandemic and to develop
the system for future shocks.
With COVID-19, the EdTech adoption life cycle has been substantially
streamlined by 5-10 years as the industry has been forced to adapt.
COVID-19’s catalysis of the industry is also seen in the magnitude of venture
capital funding. We can expect to see external Turkish EdTech investment
starting to pick up.
Source: Credit Suisse (2020), HolonIQ (2020), Metaari (2020)
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This is a method that sees education as an
ecosystem and seeks to design all subcomponents
of the system simultaneously
Ziya Selcuk
Minister of National Education
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Country Proﬁle
Turkey has a signiﬁcant opportunity to beneﬁt from EdTech. However it must
continue to develop and reform to move towards Industry 4.0. Countries use
different initiatives to prepare themselves for the shift but typically, they revolve
around 5 key pillars:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Talent: upskill local talent and attract foreign talent
Ecosystem: develop a strong ecosystem, from startups to universities,
from investors to banks, both domestic and foreign
Capital: facilitate investment in innovation
Political willingness: alignment of policies to help innovation
Regulatory & Technological: creating frameworks for frictionless
economics

Turkey still faces signiﬁcant development challenges. At a similar population size as
Thailand and Germany, Turkey can direct development priorities by comparing its
policies with those of its counterparts. For example, education quality is ranked
113th globally and has been targeted using a number of initiatives. FinTech has
been scaling rapidly and should improve the ﬁnancial system over the coming years.

Source: OECD (2020), World Bank (2020), WEF (2019)

Contextual Indicators:
Population: 82.6m
GDP per Capita: $9,346
10-year average annual GDP growth: 5.5%
5-year average FDI inward ﬂow: 1.6%
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Education in Turkey
Education in Turkey is highly centralised and the Ministry of National Education
(MoNE) has been embarking on a signiﬁcant educational reform for the better part of
a decade, with strategic planning happening every 5 years. The Vision 2023 agenda
broadly focuses on education from early childhood to lifelong learning, including
infrastructural changes. The agenda has increased the acquisition of modern skills to
91st globally.
Over the last several years, the tertiary sector has expanded rapidly. The MoNE has
ensured that there is at least one university per province, bringing the total number
of academic institutions to 183. This has generated positive regional development
and will provide the human capital needed to scale up and become a fully ﬂedged
startup hub in Eurasia.
Also during this period, other policies have been implemented, such as the expansion
of open education, the Movement to Enhance Opportunities and Improve
Technology Project (2010), and higher education’s Digital Transformation Project
(2017). The latter has shifted the emphasis to digitising education, resulting in
Turkey advancing to 69th in terms of ICT adoption globally.

Source: OECD (2020), WEF (2019)
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COVID Response
Thus far, the MoNE has reacted well to the challenges of COVID-19 by launching
the national EBA platform, holding 1,600 courses and 20,000 interactive activities
at the primary and secondary level. At the tertiary level, Turkey’s 3 largest
universities provided content to all students for free via the YOK courses platform.
The MoNE are also considering providing an extra 6GB of data to students to fuel
online education. This response was easily executed largely due to the extensive
digital transformation that has taken place over the last few years.

1,600

Courses

One important area of education that has started to grow is mental health among
students. The MoNE released a handbook to support the emotional resilience of
students and parents, and has staffed 1,375 counselors to provide support over the
academic term. This has been a trend in developing countries before COVID-19,
and hence should accelerate in Turkey given current events.

20,000

Interactive Activities

With COVID-19, we have seen an acceleration of government-centred, digital
programs on education. The digitisation of content and evolution in education
provide opportunities for stakeholders to assess teaching methods over the longer
term with digitisation in education unlikely to be a temporary measure.

1,375

Counselors to provide
support

Source: OECD (2020), World Bank (2020)
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Turkey is evolving into a very attractive and
dynamic startup ecosystem, representing a fertile
ground especially for emerging and disruptive
technologies
Cem Sertoğlu
Earlybird Venture Capital
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Turkish Startup Ecosystem
With a sizeable young generation (40 million) who have high internet and
ﬁnancial payment usage habits, Turkey is the rising star of South Eastern
Europe. The startup market is only in its infancy, with real development only
occurring in the last decade. Most exits are from M&A activity. Still, Turkey
already has several notable statistics:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Number of Startup Accelerators in Turkey

$100m

$103m in funding rounds over 99 deals by Angels & VC
7th most innovative amongst 34 upper-middle-income countries
8 banks launching FinTech-focused accelerator programs in the last
period
61 technopark accelerator programs housing over 5,000 startups
26 CVC initiatives due to relaxed regulations and increased incentives
Accreditation of Angel Investors by the MTF since 2013
KOSGEB & TUBITAK providing monetary support of $32.5m in 2019
5 high-proﬁle exits from foreign entities

Therefore, as we see further growth in the startup ecosystem, Turkey should
become be a key player in the global startup landscape in the years to come.

Source: State of Turkish Startup Ecosystem (2020) , Global Innovation Index (2019)

Diagram Source: State of Turkish Startup Ecosystem (2020)
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Turkish EdTech Investability
Historically, EdTech has not been in the limelight and has been
overshadowed by e-commerce and FinTech startups. The former received
the highest amount of investment in 2019, while the latter had the highest
number of investments.

Turkish EdTech funding rounds 2010 - 2020 ($000s)

1,600
Most of Turkey’s EdTech startups are focused on Test Prep, Coding
Academies, and Microlearning, given its demographic. As more than half of
Turkey’s population is below 35, focusing on these areas makes strategic
sense and creates investment opportunities. However, there have only
been 19 EdTech funding transactions since 2010, showing small
investment appetite. On the other hand, recently funding has increased
dramatically, with 3 of the 5 largest rounds occurring since 2018.
With already a select few EdTech startups, the effects of COVID-19
reducing the lifecycle adoption by 5-10 years, and government focus on
education at the macro-level, we should see a vibrant EdTech ecosystem
starting to form alongside its growing FinTech ecosystem. New areas of
interest may be LMS, SaaS, and Gamiﬁcation.
Diagram Source: Crunchbase (2020)

Source: OECD (2020), World Bank (2020)
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Top 5 Funding Rounds (2010-2020)

Series A, 11 Nov 2019

$3,000,000
Series A, 15th Sep 2018

$571,800
Series A, 30th Jan 2013

$500,000
Seed, 1st March 2018

$285,900
Series A, 7th March 2013

GMobil is a digital product
development factory,
creating applications and
platforms with e-learning,
development, and
entertainment at its core

Kunduz is making test prep
10x faster and 10x cheaper
by providing instant
answers to students' test
prep questions on their
phones

Nasil.tv was an online
video platform that
provides information,
education, and
entertainment videos on
various subjects

Kunduz is making test prep
10x faster and 10x cheaper
by providing instant
answers to students' test
prep questions on their
phones

Tablet Seminerler used to
conduct seminars related
to technology,
management, business, and
marketing

$11,000,000
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Data: Crunchbase (2020)

EdTech Case Studies
70%
B2B
Market share model

2m+
users

Founded in 1999, Enocta is the original distance learning
platform in Turkey. Their mission is to transform learning
into “New Generation Learning.” This works synergistically
with the transformation occuring due to Industry 4.0.
They provide a turn-key solution for an institution’s training
and development. By following the world trends in the ﬁeld
of education and technology, Enocta can bring the most
appropriate solutions to its clients.
They operate in 11 countries, 25 different sectors, provide
services to over 500+ institutions, and have a 70% market
share.

Source: Crunchbase (2020), Enocta (2020), Kunduz (2020)

$3.5m
raised

B2C
model

>1M
clients

Kunduz is a global EdTech startup aiming to make
educational resources more accessible to everyone and to
democratise test prep and learning. They aim to make test
prep and learning 10x faster than what is currently
available within Turkey.
Students get an explanation and answer within 10 minutes
of the problem being posted. Currently, over 35,000
professional tutors have answered 20M+ questions from
millions of students.
Two years ago, they were part of Y-Combinator’s Summer
Batch and have had multiple levels of success in Turkey and
India.
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Next 3 Years: System Development
Opportunity gap for EdTech
Turkey is the fastest growing country for professional developers in EMEA, with 16.5% YoY growth, it ranked 113th out
of 141 countries in terms of skills in the current workforce according to the WEF in 2019. Moreover, Turkey is the 13th
largest market in terms of size globally. There is a signiﬁcant gap to address, and leveraging EdTech will truly see the
country transform into a human capital hub, help attract innovation, and generate sizeable returns.
Stimulating equity funding
The government should liberalise foreign investment regulation and create policies to stimulate VC funding
domestically. On average, there is only $1 per capita in funding and 82% of all deals receive less than $1m in funding,
creating a signiﬁcant bottleneck. With EdTech funding rapidly increasing worldwide, we may see funding ﬂow into
Turkey especially since there are a number of underpriced entry valuations providing many short term opportunities.
Ecosystem development
Due to Covid-19, the education landscape has changed forever. To avoid long-term structural issues, we do not believe
that the online measures put in place thus far will be temporary. With the entire lifecycle adoption of EdTech being
reduced by 5-10 years, it is likely that EdTech speciﬁc accelerators spring up, similar to how banks created FinTech
speciﬁc accelerators. Educational institutions won’t have the funding to do this on their own. Therefore, it will more
likely follow a private accelerator structure with education institutions being partners.
Source: WEF (2019), OECD: Economic Outlook (2020)
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Initiatives
The EdTech Book

EdTech Deal Friday

Become an author

Join as a Startup or Investor

World's ﬁrst crowdsourced
EdTech Book

5 EdTech startups pitching

Submit a 500 word abstract before
30th September

Curated EdTech dealmaking
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